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account.Rethinking the role of brain biochemistry in
anxiety disorders: the emerging importance of

hippocampal dysfunction. This paper will review and
discuss the relevance of the hippocampus in anxiety
and stress. We start with a brief review of the neural

structures of the hippocampus and related limbic
system. Next, we will describe how the

hippocampus plays a key role in regulating the
emotional and physiological responses to stress.

Finally, we will consider the implications of
dysfunctional hippocampal functions in anxiety

disorders. We conclude that the hippocampus plays
a critical role in anxiety, stress and mood disorders.

The hippocampus and related structures of the
limbic system are important in the physiology of

emotion. In humans, as well as in non-human
animals, the hippocampus is involved in emotion
and in stress reactivity. In addition, chronic stress

leads to degeneration of the hippocampus and
related limbic structures, and to the development of

anxiety and mood disorders. On the basis of this
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evidence, we propose that the hippocampus may
play a key role in the pathogenesis of anxiety, and

that individuals with anxiety disorders may be
characterized by the presence of vulnerability

factors that promote a dysregulation of the
hippocampal system. We also propose that

pharmacological interventions aimed at increasing
serotonergic neurotransmission in the hippocampus
and related limbic structures may be beneficial in

the treatment of anxiety disorders.On Friday night,
the presidential campaign of Pete Buttigieg Pete

ButtigiegThe Hill's Morning Report - Sponsored by
Facebook - GOP closes ranks to fill SCOTUS vacancy

by November Buttigieg stands in as Pence for
Harris's debate practice Hillicon Valley: FBI, DHS

warn that foreign hackers will likely spread
disinformation around election results | Social media

platforms put muscle into National Voter
Registration Day | Trump to meet with Republican

state officials on tech liability shield MORE will
introduce the mayor of South Bend, Ind., as the

Democrats' new presidential nominee. No doubt,
Buttigieg is an attractive candidate. He’s a Rhodes

Scholar, a former Naval intelligence officer, a
veteran of Afghanistan and a former Harvard

professor. He is 35, articulate and seemingly totally
comfortable being in the White House.

ADVERTISEMENT He’s a nice candidate, but he’s not
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a great candidate. He would be the most naïve
person c6a93da74d
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